Not Government Policy
Comments on draft urban design protocol for Australian cities

GENERAL
	The development of a national urban design protocol is to be applauded.  The simple fact that an urban design policy will exist is a huge step.

In many respects the broad strategy set by COAG, to “encourage world class urban design and architecture” is the urban design protocol.  It is certainly the shorthand version.  This goal can be rallied around, it has vision, so make more of it.  Print it on big letters on the front page!
Does the protocol only apply to “cities”?  What about towns and suburbs?  (I note the COAG commitment was for “Capital city strategic planning systems”. Does the protocol seek to expand this?)   And if not world class, what do we aspire to in other places?  
The document, while containing some good ideas and objectives, suffers from complexity.  It really needs to be simplified, in structure, language and content.

INTRODUCTION
	The stated objectives include to 1. encourage and 2. define world class urban design.  These seem reasonable.  The third objective, a “framework for practice and delivery” etc,  is more ambitious.  Consider that urban design will be “delivered” by scores of agencies, companies and individuals around the country, in thousands of different ways.  Yes it can be useful to include tools to help others with urban design, but the main purpose of the protocol should be to set a national policy or strategy.  This will be later developed in more detail and “delivered” by others, in ways that are often unanticipated.  Scale back the third objective.
	There are numerous urban design texts and policies that could be referenced for context.  Why is the Heart Foundation/PIA work singled out?


DEFINING WORLD-CLASS URBAN DESIGN
	Defining urban design is not easy at the best of times.  But there are many existing definitions that are better than the one included.  I like Robert Cowan’s in the Dictionary of Urbanism:

Urban design: the collaborative and multi-disciplinary process of shaping the physical setting for life in cities, towns and villages; the art of making places; design in a urban context.  Urban design involves the design of buildings, groups of buildings, spaces and landscapes, and the establishment of frameworks and processes that facilitate successful development.

It’s not easy.  But it is important.  Maybe you could quote a few definitions?
	The third paragraph onwards of the urban design definition are benefits, not definition.  Maybe include the benefits under a separate heading?

The photo on p5 is good, and is an Australia award winner.  Why not say so?  And why not include photos of other winners too?

ASPECTS OF URBAN FORM ETC
	There is some logic in having something like this, but it has problems and needs reformed.

To begin with, the need to establish a “common language” for urban design is not explained.  Who will speak this language?  In fact, who are the readers of the urban design protocol?  Public servants?  MPs?  Mums and dads?  Other urban designers?  At the moment I’d say the protocol is written by urban designers for urban designers.  This undersells the idea.  The NZ protocol has been signed by 183 organisations, of all types.  What a fantastic way to get people rallied around urban design.  Is Australia going to do the same?
	If so, the “common language” needs to be common language.  Unfortunately the glossary definitions  contain jargon themselves!  “Essential frameworks”, “built forms”, “land forms”, “subdividing”, “streetscapes”, “intensity” etc.  Urban design needs plain English explanations if it is become mainstream activity.
	Fundamentally the use of scale to explain different contexts for urban design is a good idea.  But I don’t think the “aspects of urban form” diagram works.  Why not use a simple “line of sight” diagram to show that urban design applies at different scales i.e.
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SUMMARY OF GOALS AND PRINCIPLES
	It is important to have principles for world class urban design.  I understand that there was a scoping process to come up with the principles, but that context is unclear.  How were these principles arrived at?

The principles individually are all good concepts, but as a group they lack the unifying simplicity of “seven Cs” or another formula that can be remembered and incorporated.
The expansion of the COAG three goals into five is questionable.  “encourage world class urban design and architecture” is all you need.  Keep it simple.
	This section is trying to be the “framework” for “delivery” of urban design, but as noted earlier this is perhaps not an appropriate aim.  The protocol risks becoming overambitious and overcomplicated.  We need some simple principles that others (not the federal government) can take up in strategic planning and development planning.  At all scales and in all sorts of ways.  

SUMMARY
	Stick to strategy, keep it simple and memorable.  Suggest the following:

	INTRODUCTION – Purpose, who is this for, how to use it
	DEFINING WORLD CLASS URBAN DESIGN – define urban design, explain urban design by scale

PRINCIPLES FOR WORLD CLASS URBAN DESIGN IN AUSTRALIA – needs rethought
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